


Mobile and interactive learning
experience



Use the work you’ve already done

Quick start by uploading your existing materials

Everything will be instantly mobile friendly

Analytics, feedback and interactive features are immediately available

Enhance your content by adding assignments and multimedia

Conversion is available from Word, PowerPoint and LaTeX-documents.



Maximize the impact of your on-site time

An excellent solution for blended learning
settings such as a flipped classroom

The feedback, chat and analytics help you
know what needs your attention

See if the students have really studied the
material in advance and what they need



Easy editing and rich content

Clear and simple editing saves time and stress

Easy to add multimedia files (sound, images, 
videos)

Mathematics & code

Assignments: multiple choice and open 
questions



Beautiful on your own device

The layout will automatically flow neatly on 
any device from mobile phones to large
screens

Layout settings may be adjusted by the
student:
◦ Adapt to different devices and circumstances

◦ The teacher wont waste time on layout details

◦ custom fonts, colours,  size and width of text 



Always up to date and easy to share

Do quick fixes with your smart phone

Changes are delivered instantly

Crowd-sourced proofreading via feedback

Centralized brand management



Knowledge-building analytics

Knowledge about the needs and interests of the 
students

Know what words are difficult and could be 
clarified

See how and when your content is used



Feedback

The students can report their problems 
immediately when they arise

No more email: receive and store the 
suggestions where you use them

Crowd-sourced proofreading helps clear errors 
and keep everything up-to-date



Search functionalities

You can search or translate any word by
choosing it from the text

The student gets the search results in the
same view, without breaking the workflow.

The teacher gets a list of all searched words.
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